
1977 Meyrignac Coupé 

The following lament probably says it all really, for 
while no doubt the French have talent for building well 
engineered and finished cars, their level of bureaucracy 
has all but shot most efforts in the head. A talented 
watchmaker I once knew said that before the Swiss, the 
French were the real watchmakers; their engineering 
was exquisite. 

The lament echoes a sad refrain in a discussion as to 
whether more than one Meyrignac had ever been build. 
“At the time, Denis Meyrignac explained that DRIRE 
asked him for more money than what the project had 
already cost (40,000 francs in 1977…) just for engine and 
pollution compliance. ’Complete lack of understanding 
for our unfortunate awesome designer, who has stored 
his car in a closet, while the same engine (with the same 
settings and carbs) had already been approved in the 
Alpine... France is at times very auto-phobic. Long live 
the English!” Sportingly. (DRIRE is the Regional 
Directorate of Environment and Energy). To get an idea 
of what 40,000 francs bought in 1977, a Renault Alpine 
A110SX was listed at 49,900 francs. 

 The Meyrignac prototype debuted at the Geneva 
Motor Show in March 1977. It was designed and built by 
Meyrignac using a Renault Alpine A110 1600 Berlinette 
chassis which he clothed in an ultra-modern fiberglass 
body. Exactly which version of the 1600 Berlinette 

chassis is open to question; some people have even 
thought it was A310 based… 

Meyrignac obtained a complete brand new rolling 
chassis directly from the Alpine factory, reportedly with 
engine, suspension and everything included. Initially he 
thought of starting with a Marcadier kit, but his brother 
who ran a Citroen garage in Paris, spoke with the 
director of Alpine and arranged to buy a new A110 
chassis from them.  

Much of the more recent correspondence says the 
Meyrignac was based on a 1600SX, which was first 
shown in the Paris Salon late 1975 and manufactured 
between 1976 and 78. It was a lot lower powered than 
the earlier cars with a standard 1647cc R16TX engine 
producing 95bhp DIN. However, as noted, the Meyrignac 
car was first shown in March 1977, and working alone, 
had taken Meyrignac around three years to build. So he 
started at least 18 months before the SX existed.  

An Alpine enthusiast who has viewed the car more 
recently identified the chassis as that of an A110 1600S 
from 1971; the S was manufactured from 1970 to 1973 
and came with 138bhp 1565cc engines. If this were the 
case, then Alpine would have sold Meyrignac a new two 
to three year old chassis… Perhaps they had one left 
over? 
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The S was followed by the SC and SI models from 
1973 to 1975 that had 1605cc engines. The SC used two 
twin-choke sidedraft carburettors and produced 140bhp, 
while the SI had fuel injection and produced 145bhp, all 
at 6000prm. These were ohv long stroke motors of 
77mm (S) and 78 x 84mm bore x stroke, so were doing 
quite well for power, but were a bit ‘cammy’ and not 
highly civilised; cars for the enthusiast and competition 
minded. They also ran very high compression ratios; 
13.25:1 for the S and 10.25:1 for the SC/SI.  

Enter the later A310 (1971-84), whose rear 
suspension was based on the special A110 GT4 (with 
DOHC engine). It used both the 1605cc fuel-injected 
engine in more civilised 127bhp form, and the new 
Douvrin V6 in its original 2664cc form. The central A310 
chassis was much the same as the regular A110, but the 
framework for mounting the front suspension was a lot 
higher as its coils were mounted off the top wishbone, 
not the lower, while the double wishbone rear 
suspension - based on the competition oriented GT4, 
had wide-based tubular lower arms with different 
mounting location.  

The SC, SI and later SX had the same front suspension 
as each other, which was slightly different from previous 
versions, but the rear of the S used the older ‘oblique’ 
swing axle arrangement of the earlier cars, now with 
twin coils and four telescopic dampers per side, not two! 
The swing arm itself was a kind of torque tube that 
pivoted off the transaxle casing and housed the half 

shaft, each side. It was fixed to the hub, this creating a 
swing arm which could in effect swing in any direction – 
up and down, forward and back, etc. What controlled its 
fore-aft movement was a radius arm from the hub 
forward to a chassis mount located near the base of the 



backbone spine. The location of its inner 
pivot position could be used to vary the 
amount of toe in, or out, under bump and 
droop; cunning. 

Like the GT4, the SC and SI had a new 
‘double wishbone’ rear suspension. But in the 
SC/I cases it uses a lower H shaped arm which 
pivots like normal at its inner end and has a 
horizontal trunnion at its outer on which the 
hub pivots in the vertical plane. As a result of 
this, the top of the hub only needs a tie-rod 
(in effect) to locate it laterally; but its 
geometry in movement is that of a classical 
double wishbone design. 

All period literature said the Meyrignac 
was a 1600, so it seems likely it was one of 

the 1605cc models. Sometimes the 
Meyrignac correspondence says SC rather 
than SX, so it is therefore quite probable that 
the original Meyrignac was SC based (or SI; 
only difference being the fuel injection). As 
noted, the SX was not around in 1974 and yet 
people could easily misinterpret the 
Meyrignac as being SX based because when it 
was launched at Geneva in1977, the SX was 
the only listed A110 model available. 

But just to confuse, original literature, 
show and magazine reports (Automobilia # 78 
"all French cars 1977 page 10) speak about an 
A310 V6 version being available too, and that 
in fact a V6 engine was fitted to the red show 
car to enhance its image. Indeed, some 
people interpreted this as meaning that that 
car on show was actually A310 V6 based, 
causing a bit of confusion for historians. The 
Meyrignac was certainly designed to take the 
V6, with an engine bay configured to house it, 
and the A310 was around even when 
Meyrignac started building his car. It may be 
true that a V6 engine was fitted to the 
Geneva show car, but not with an A310 
chassis. Its front coil spring suspension 
towers are too high to fit under the low front 
of the Meyrignac. So that rules the A310 
chassis out. You will also notice that the 
wheels are 4-stud. The A110 went to 4-stud 
hubs with the SC/SI (and SX) versions, when 
the rear suspension was changed. As noted, 
because of timing, the chassis can’t be SX, so 
it had to be an SC/I model. That just leaves 
which engine  

Reports said that the Meyrignac was slightly faster 
than its Alpine counterpart and had a top speed of 
around 200- 210kph (124-130mph). This tends to narrow 
down the options. The 1565cc Alpine A110 1600S had a 
130mh top speed, the SI 136mph, and the SX a quoted 

120mph. From this it would suggest that the A110 top 
speeds were more related to gearing than aerodynamic 
drag. However, the 4-cylinder A310 engine, with its 
more civilised versions of the 1605cc SI motor (but 



sometimes in twin Weber form producing 125bhp), gave 
the A310 a top speed around 200kph+. 

The only answer would be to take a thorough look, 
the engine, because each model has variations that 
would identify it, and at 40 year later, it is unlikely that 
Denis Meyrignac would remember 100%.  

 The original car, the blue one seen in most of these 
photos, used a completely unmodified A110 chassis, 
including all its running gear, and engine. If the original 
chassis came with its original spec motor, then it would 
have to be either SC or SI, and which one of these would 
be simple – either injection or Weber!   However, as 
noted, both these cars did well over 130mph (210kph) 
and the Meyrignac was said to be faster at 200-210kph 
than its Alpine counterpart…? However, since this was 
bought ex-factory, on a one-off consignment, there 
would be no difficulty in supplying it with any of the 
available 4-cylinder motors which could easily have been 
picked up later on. From 1976 the two current 4-cylinder 
engine options were the A310’s, which would seem to 
have been the best power verses civility choice, or the 
straight-standard SX then fitted to the A110. For 
identification, while the A310 motors came with either 
Bosch D-Jetronic fuel-injection or twin 45 DCOE Weber 
carburettors, the SX had a single twin-barrel carburettor.  

Technical specs for the Meyrignac include all round 
disc brakes, rack and pinion steering mounted in front of 
the hub, and the later 5-speed transaxle. The A110 

chassis consists of a large diameter tubular backbone 
spine with a crossmember at the front for the 
suspension and steering. This crossmember is braced 
directly back each side to a tubular crossmember located 
near the base of the A pillar-door posts. At the rear the 
spine terminates in a folded steel yoke, perforated for 
lightness, which rises up to a strong triangular-
triangulated tube frame at the rear which supports the 
engine, transaxle and inner suspension loads that the 
transaxle casing absorbs. 

On top of this frame, using all standard mounting  
points, Meyrignac built his new bodywork in the 
basement of his brother’s garage – the ‘closet’ where it 
is now stored along with another chassis… The whole car 
is very low, compact and ultra-modern for its time. Like 
the A110 itself, the minimalist nature of its dimensions 
are not evident in photos, unless a person or another car 
is alongside. These are wheelbase and track (f/r) 2100 x 
1315/ 1346mm (82.7 x 51.8/ 53.0”). Length, width, 
height and weight are only approximate at 3900 x 1550 x 
1015mm and 690kg (153.5 x 61 x 40” and 1520 lb.). 

Comparisons have been made with other extreme 
looking ‘wedges’ as to its inspiration; the American built 
Vector W2 being one, but this was first launched in 1980 
after a long gestation period. Alfa Romeo 33 Carabo by 
Bertone (perhaps, 1968) and a VW based Nova from 
England (1971-97) are others… The later may have been 
an inspiration for the roof entry method, but the Nova’s 
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roof lifts up and forward on parallelogram arms; the 
Meyrignac’s roof pivots at its base near the front of the 
windscreen. 

One of the biggest problems Meyrignac had when 
building and finishing the cars was in fact the latching 
and release of the top. The Nova used a single release in 
the top rear trailing edge of the roof, but the Meyrignac 
used a latch each side. This had to be arranged in a way 
that no matter which side the car was approached from, 
driver or passenger, when they pulled the release 
‘handle’ it triggered both latches to release, and when 
the top was closed, both latches clicked into place 
together. 

Although the main windscreen looks flat, it is not 
completely, and was provided by a St Gobain glass 
company. It forms part of an almost imperceptible 
sweeping line that goes from the very front of the car to 
its virtual apex. The windscreen wipers are on long arms, 
with the left and right side located at the base of the 
pivoting roof, close to each other near the car’s 
centreline. Photos’ show them in two modes; one where 
they work in an opposing ‘clap hands’ mode, the other 
where they sweep in unison with each other. In the later 
form there appears a long blade on a parallelogram arm 
that sweeps the top 2/3rds of the screen, and a shorter 
one to the right that does the bottom half… 

Side glazing is flat and appears fixed in most photos. 
However, it is in two large pieces that can slide. This or 
another form of quick release would be necessary for 
emergencies, because the pivoting roof is not power 
lifted using hydraulics, pneumatics or mechanical 
motors. It is raised by the person entering the car, or 
exiting, but is supported by Sachs gas struts like those 
used to hold up rear hatches and tailgates. Denis said 
the roof was quite heavy – it is large, and so is important 
to have suitably powerful struts in good condition! The 
rear screen fits into a frame that takes up most of the 
upper rear surface of the car, providing access to the 
mechanicals. 

The Meyrignac’s glassfibre body was entirely made 
using flame retardant resin, and was built with 
meticulous attention to detail and accuracy – measured 
and adjusted to the 10th degree, as it was said. Indeed, 
the attention started at the design stage; it was to be an 

avant-garde shape that had to fit without modifications 
on a chassis set up for an older style body.  

Side mirrors are mounted in the front corners of the 
side window recesses which themselves are unusual in 
form, while the external door handles are at the other 
end. Interior work was detailed to the same painstaking 
standard as the outside, but little has been said of its 
content and makeup. The rear tail lights look similar to 
those from the later VW Superbug, while up front the 
headlights are enclosed pop-ups. In between them is a 
hatch for entry to the boot and fluid reservoirs etc. Two 
rectangular driving lights are located under the leading 
edge of the bonnet, with side and indicator lamp units 
fitted outside them. 

 The whole car is very uncluttered in its form and 
detail, and as said, quite compact and low. It caused a 
few raised eyebrows when first seen at Geneva. It was 
also a credit to Denis Meyrignac that he completed it by 
himself in the given time and to a very high standard. 
However, aside from compliance hurdles, the A110 
ended production in July 1977, reducing Meyrignac’s 
chances of easily obtaining further chassis for more cars. 
As noted before, the Douvrin V6 could be fitted to the 
A110 chassis without too much difficulty, but it would 
have taken a lot of work to fit the A310 chassis under 
the Meyrignac; in any case it was too high, at least at the 
front. So it was really A110 or nothing. 

That pretty much ended the Meyrignac saga, except 
that more recently an Alpine enthusiast got on the trail 
of the car, and located both it and Denis Meyrignac. 
With little encouragement, no doubt helped by his son’s 
enthusiasm, the car has been dug out – it was covered in 
dust and debris - washed, ‘re-oiled’ and got going again.  

So what about extra chassis in the garage? The 
chassis is bodiless but is set up to take the V6 engine. It 
seems pretty clear that this is an A110 SX chassis. 
Another difference it has from the finished coupe 
alongside is that the 4-cylinder car has a regular steel 
tank mounted centrally, whereas the chassis has two 
interconnected foam filled bladders mounted in the side 
sills. These are apparently Renault competition items 
from the time of original construction. But how be this 
when the A110 chassis is a backbone with no sill 
structure? They are said to be fitted in the body pods 



each side of the passenger compartment (hence 
them being safety bladders)… 

Another question raised is whether the red (V6?) 
car shown at the Geneva and the blue car now seen 
are one and the same. As pointed out, the wheels 
are the same, the lights too, and even the wiper 
layout, but the door latches are different, and so are 
the wing mirrors. The present blue car still has a 4-
cylinder engine fitted, while many are adamant that 
the red one had a V6. Was the engine swapped back 
after the show and the car repainted and fitted with 
different door latches and mirrors, or are they two 
different cars? Possibly so, with the V6 being kept 
for the new car… There also lies the question of the 
two different wiper systems; the clap-hands one 
being seen in the brochure photos. 

Although Denis Meyrignac has been spoken with 
more recently, these questions still remain 
unanswered. However, it sounds like an Alpine 
enthusiast has got hold of the V6 powered chassis 
and is working to build it up. If true, where will the 
body come from? Is there a spare, or are there still 
moulds? 

Finally, apart from Automobilia magazine, there was 
a write up and ‘trial’ published on a finished Meyrignac 
in a journal called Chrome and Flames, in the company 
of an American prototype, but the details of its year and 
issue have been lost.  

 

  

Top: a note from Denis Meyrignac re prototype status 

Right: Front and rear (lower) views of the A110 chassis 

Lower: Swing axle suspension.  

Sorry, can’t find a photo for a SC/SI rear suspension. 

Bottom: Cutaway of swing axle A110 S. 
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